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ABSTRACT

Investment decisions aimed at improving personal mobility
within urban aI'eas, at present, aIe made within a choice
horizon that is unnecessarily constrained. There exists a
whole range of options that are either not considered or not
elevated to the right order of pIiority., HistoIically-detez'mined
divisions of responsibility, the dominance of 'the transport
plan' approach, and the way in which pr'ojects are financed,
dictate the types of options that will be considered. The
decisions that aIe made quite often reflect mode-specific
perceptions of the problems involved.. Ther'e is a need for a
consideration at the strategic level of the problems that exist
and the range of options open ..

INTRODUCTION

The issue under conside:ration in this paper is
selection of appropriate investment options to improve u:rban

transportation facilities.. Since the range of options

widely as f:rom construction of a f:reeway system at a

hundreds of millions of dollars to a campaign to inc:rease

car occupancies to extr'act greate:r use of existing

?i\iY·,·..·.·· roalds, the process of generating transport p:roposals is a matte:r
some significance.

Broadly catego:rizing investment options, two types

distinguished. That is, those that add substantially to

transportation facilities, and those that aim to make

use of, or add only small inc:rements to, existing
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Table 1 illustrates the emphasis placed on the

different categories of investment options by the States in their

submissions for the 1973-'74 investment programme. The gIeater

part of these proposals is for rail projects, being 79 per cent

of the total. Quite clearly, the amount of investment proposed

for small-scale, incremental projects is of a very low order..

This is not to say that the projects submitted were not warranted.

Indeed, after detailed evaluations by the Austl:'alian Government

assistance in excess of $31 million to aid these projects was

approved under the Act., However, the States I programmes were

Major cities are defined to include Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane,
Adelaide, Perth and Hobart.
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facilities. The former typically involve large expenditures

and require a great deal of pre-planning. The latter group does

not require such large outlays and are capable of implementation

after a minimal gestation period. The relative merits of each

type ought to be taken into account in the formulation of

transportation planning strategies.. To consider whether, in

fact, this is done, let us examine the investment proposals

submitted by the State Governments for approval for financial

assistance under the States Grants (Urban Public Transport)

Act 1974. This Act authorizes payments from the Consolidated

Revenue Fund of the Australian Government to the various State

Governments for approved projects.. The assistance granted is

based on a formula of two-thirds outlay by the Australian

Government and one-third outlay by the relevant State Government.

A project is defined in the Act as one that is designed ~ .. to

improve the quality, capacity, efficiency or frequency of the

public transport system at a major city".l The Act does not

provide assistance for the operating deficits of State

Government pUblic transport operations, and nor does it provide

assistance to private suppliers to public transport services.
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based largely upon the recommendations of the various

transportation studies carried out for them in the 1960's and

early 1970's .. The approach taken in these studies was to

forecast for some period in the future and to propose plans

to meet future needs.. There is little evidence to suggest that

comprehensive, multi-modal approach adopted in these studies

has been applied in planning for incremental improvements to

extract better use from existing facilities in the short term ..

There exists a wide range of investment options

provide small increments to the existing transportation

infrastructure. Typically these have short gestation periods to

implementation and involve relatively small capital outlays ..

Extensive market r'esearch and experimentation has occurred with

in recent year's in overseas countries.. This experience has

it possible to predict, with a high degree of confidence, the

of each when applied in particular circumstances. In each

the benefits claimed are not immense, but the combined impact

concerted planning effort promises to be substantial. The

flexibility afforded by the range, encompassing a large number of

mutations of basic technology, enables the planner to cope with

the varying situations and evolving needs likely to be encountered.

follows is a discussion of a representative selection from

range to draw increased attention to their potential.

This measure aims to increase car occupancy rates,

for the journey to work. Typically these are of the

1.5 persons per vehicle, and even less during peak hours.

much excess passenger-carrying capacity exists. If

efforts to encourage car pooling are even moderately successfUl,

obvious benefits will follow ..
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Ther'e are four basic versions of car pooling.

These are:

{l} Roster schemes;

(2} Expense sharing;

(3) Fare char'ging; and

(4) company vehicle schemes.

The first is an arrangement wher'eby the members

use their own vehicles on a roster basis. No exchanges of money

take place. This for'm of pooling does not contravene the law and

does not appear to c:reate any problems with insurance. Membership

of a pool would be restricted to those cases where the degree of

car availability is high" The second scheme requires that

members of the pool contribute enough money to cover all, or part,

of the total costs incUl:red by the driver. In some States this

an:: angement is illegal at p:r'esent and problems with insurance are

encountered. An extl:eme case of expense sharing occurs when the

driver sets a fare and operates something like a multiple-hire

taxi on the journey to work. This arrangement puts the car in the

class of a commercial vehicle for which permits would be required.

The position that insurance companies would adopt in this case

would have to be considered. A good example of the fourth type

of pooling is that operated by the 3M c01l!Pany, Minneapolis, U.S.A ..

This company has provided 25 company-owned vans. The employee

driver of the van has personal use of it, free travel to work,

and the pe:rmission to keep fares beyond the seventh passenger.

One of the major obstacles that would be confronted

would be the lack of infonnation on potential pool members.. A

substantial data gathering effort would be :required to provide the

basic origin, destination and time information. Computer models

are available that can undertake the matching of drivers with

passengers. A significant advertising campaign would be requi:r'ed

to delnonstrate the advantages of pooling. Incentives of many

kinds have been used in the U.S.. Preferential treatment in

allocating parking space to ca:r pool vehicles, reduced tolls on
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.........•..• }:lr1.0<:re ::;, use of special lanes set aside for buses and car pools

heavily congested routes, and bonuses to pool members have all

tried" At the same time disincentives to non-pool vehicles

implemented.

The community at large would benefit from a

car pooling campaign by reducing the amount of traffic

congestion, reducing vehicle emissions, and conserving fueL

Pratsch estimated that an increase in auto occupancy by 30%, an

amount he considered well within the bounds of feasibility,

would lead to a 22% r'eduction of vehicle miles travelled in

commuting (Pratsch, 1974)" The sensitivity of speed to demand

is great during peak hours on congested roads. Relatively small

decreases in demand can yield proportionately greater increases

in overall travel speeds. The savings in travel times and the

possible postponement of new road construction would be

substantial social benefits" Pratsch cited a Washington study

where it was claimed that a 20% reduction in travel demand

caused an 80% increase in average ar'terial speeds. The

implication of this for reducing the polluting emissions from

autos alone is staggering. The increase in speeds, together

with a reduction in the number of vehicles, would produce a 52%

reduction in CO emissions" It was also claimed that a 30%

increase in car occupancy during peak hours would lead to a

saving of 5% of the total highway fuel consumed" A 10% shift

of auto mileage to buses would yield a saving of only 3.5%,

this requiring a 100% increase in bus patronage. An increase

in vehicle occupancy would relieve some of the critical parking

problems confronting authorities and private enterprise.

Individuals would gain through reduced commuting costs.

Fu:r::thermo:r::'e, in one car/two driver families, the car would be

released for use in the off-peak for other journey purposes,

especially for shopping trips.
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Pratsch estimated that a comprehensive ca:r pool

program aimed at increasing car occupancy by 10% would return

an annual ratio of benefits to costs of a staggering 47 to l.

NO capital costs would be required. Operating costs were

estimated at $1 (U.S,,) per auto commuter, 25% of this being

required for data p:rocessing" The remaining 75% would account

for overhead, public information and incentive costs. A recent

study undertaken for the Australian Department of Transport

estimated that between 5% and 10% of drivers without passengers

commuting to the inner r'egions of Melbou.rne (greater than

100,000 persons at present) could be enticed to enter car pools

(Aust:ralian Department of Transport, 1974). This would remove

between 10,000 and 25,000 ca:r's f:rom the roads duxing peak

per'iods.

PARK AND RIDE

The practice of providing more adequat.e facilities

at railway stations with severe parking problems is not unknown

in Aus tJ:'alian cities. These facilities appear to have been

provided in response to critical parking pr'oblems that have

al:ready existed, rather than as part of a total strategy of

effecting transport improvements. The issues that r'ecur' are

mainly to do with responsibility for the provision of the parking

space" Conflicts have arisen between local government and

railway authorities. The ability of park-and-ride policies to

attract patronage to line-haul services should not be underrated.

However, the benefits that would accrue to the line-haul

operator are not the only ones and need not be the mos t

significant"

The intention of park-and-ride is to encourage

car-using commuters to only use their vehicle for a portion of

their trip, the remainder being made on a line-haul service"

Pa:rking facilities ar'e usually provided at rai lway stations.
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operati~g and marketing policies in some cities have shown

these trends need not continue. The bus is a technological

option capable of much vax'iation and, as such, it is flexible

enough to adapt to present and evolving needs.. It is of interest
to note the view of the former Minister for Transport, the

Hon. C.K. Janes, on this point: IIUnglamorous and inadequate

as they now are, the bus repJ:'esents a highly promising mode of

urban transport. The reason is that buses have the flexibility
to go almost anywhere" (Jones, 1974).

For comparatively little capital outlay, better
use can be extracted fr:om the existing transportation

infrastructure. Road space can be utilized more effectively by

introducing measures that facilitate the flow of person trips

rather than vehicle trips, whilst more use can be made of

existing rail, tram, and ferry services by making them more

accessible to potential users with suitable bus feed~r services.

At the ,same time there is much scope for improving the quali ty of

sez:vice" Travel times can be reduced. Bus travel times are

largely a function of the physical layout of streets, the number
of passengers boarding and alighting, the method of fare

collection, and the amount of other traffic on the roads.

Valuable time savings can be produced by measures directed

towards these areas.. Design standards foJ:' new streets, DJ:

improvements to existing ones, ought to take par'ticular account

of the needs of buses" Turning problems at intersections, the

need for bus stop bays, and the design of street patterns that

do not require unnecessary circuitous routing, are all areas

that could receive more attention. Interchange facilities can

be designed to facilitate transfers and reduce boarding and

alighting delays. Bus design can also be improved to achieve
similar results" Fare pricing systems can be designed,

consistent with the theoretical requirements of a rational

pricing policy, that are simple in construct and are easy to

ope:r'ate in practice. Bus lanes and bus priori ty measures can
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reduce delays to buses due to congested traffic

these measures would also produce

impacts on the comfort, convenience and reliability

of bus services" It is becoming clear from recent

into trip making behaviour that these factors are

very important in the choice process" Measur'es that

the probability of obtaining a seat, reduce the

probaJ:>lli ty of delays, and reduce walking distances and tr'ansfer

are likely to produce significant effects on demand.

one of the greatest problems for bus oper'ators is that

having much excess capacity sitting idle for most of the day.

wages and salaries account for between 50% and 70% of

costs, measures which can achieve economies in the use of
labour will effect great cost reductions.

On congested freeways and inner urban arterials,
significant delays are imposed on buses by other traffic. The

low speeds encountered under these conditions also impose higher

operating costs on buses" By allocating exclusive use of certain

lanes on arterials and freeways, or exclusive use of segments of

streets within inner urban areas, significant benefits can be

realized. Such is the potential of schemes of this nature that

over 200 programmes have been initiated throughout the world.
Relatively few schemes have been discontinued.

Freeways, or major arterials, carrying large
volumes of buses, and other traffic, to the CBD are potential

candidates for exclusive bus lanes. These lanes can be either

with-flow or contra-flow and may, or may not, be separated from

other traffic with physical barriers. In some cases the bus lane

can be constructed in the median strip.. Obviously the design of

these measures can best be carried out in the planning phase of

freeway construction. This does not imply that existing
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arterials and freeways are not suitable as candidate projects.

As an example, a bus lane has been set aside along Military

Road in the Mosman area of Sydney to speed up city-bound

traffic.. Another possibility is to construct busways alongside

railways lines in unused easement space.. Multiple use of this

space ought to be considered. Exclusive bus only streets may be

appropriate within major centres where congestion is severe and

the conflict between pedestrians and traffic is great. Benefits

to bus user's and pedestrians may be realized.

Experience in allocating freeway space exclusively

to buses is greatest in the U.. S.A" One project involved the

allocation of a 3.3 metre wide contr'a-flow lane on an approach to

the Lincoln Tunnel on New Jersey route 1-495, where bus volumes

of 500 per' hour during the peak period were r'eported. Average

bus speeds of 60 to 65 Kilometres per hour were possible" Much

higher speeds (up to 110 k.p .. h .. ) were experienced on Californian

freeways. The design of the bus lanes there was more sophisticated,.

Wide buffer strips, 5 metre wide contra-flow lanes, and off

roadway space for breakdowns were design features. The Lincoln

Tunnel scheme resulted in time savings of 10-25 minutes to some

35,000 daily conunuters. Buses were provided with a special lane

on the 4 Kilometre section of the Interstate 495 approach to the

Tunnel during the morning peak period of each workday. The

additional lane normally would have been one of 3 outward lanes

wi th ligh t usage during workday mornings" The change provided

4 inbound lanes for New Yoxk in the morning peak periods. Txavel

time savings were valued at $2.82 per person hour and annual

benefits of the scheme amounted to $3 .. 9 million (U. s .. ). The

initial capital cost was $810,000 with annual running costs of

$200,000. Capitalizing the project over 5 years with a discount

rate of 6% resulted in a benefit-cost ratio of 11. 2" The avezage

flow of buses in the peak period ('7.30 a.m. to 9.30 a.m.) was

818 buses (34,350 passengers). In the period 8 a.m. to 9 a.m.,

480 buses carried 21,100 passengers. Daily lane volumes vaI'ied

from 724 to 852. Bus users expressed favourable attitudes to
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BUS PRIORITY AND OTHER TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT MEASURES
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It is Possible to make bette:r use of cl given
pr'esenting information on congestion conditions to

This is already a well-known practice. Commercial

cause of many delays and their separate operation may improve

traffic flow. A second-order effect will result if the proposed
change effects a diversion of some car users to buses" The

reduced transit times incurred in buses may be sufficient to

attract some increased patronage" The Psychological effect of a

clearly identifiable busway may also have some impact. Furthermore

as recent research at the COmmonwealth Bureau of Roads suggests,
commuters value a service that has a minimum of stops. These

factors may produce a significant modal diversion. Further

benefits will be realized by bus operators as a result of any
increases in average speeds.. Speed tends to show up as a

significant factor in bus operating costs. The reduction in the
frequency, and number of stop-starts would be no less a
significant factor.

The aim here is to obtain better use of an
eXisting road network. Whether one adopts a philosophy of

maximiZing the flow of vehicles, or maximizing the flow of

much scope exists for obtaining significant benefits ..

Intersections are a source of major delays to all road traffic,
and vehicle operating costs are sensitive to stoP-start

Improved signalling techniques at inte:rsections are, not

surprisingly, of major interest to traffic engineers. What is

also becoming clear is that drivers can be dynamically routed

less congested roads if appropriate information is provided.

Developments with the necessary equipment and drive attitUdes

toward the different information systems have been reported in
the literature ..

system by

drivers.
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stations quite often advise motorists as a free community

the traffic conditions during peak periods. This

is a valuable one. However', it is possible to do

Freeway systems can be used more effectively by extending

principle. Information on current traffic conditions can be

by a number of means.. A roadside radio system can

Visual signs can depict sympolic maps or

messages" In this way, motorists can be advised

to other less congested routes.. Research into driver

in the U"S"A. have revealed that diversions are made

expectation of avoiding a delay rather than for an

time saving (Heathington, et. al., 1971).

Evans and Skiles found that delays due to traffic

constitute some 10-20% of average bus trip times, excluding

delays, and 5-10% of the portal-to-portal trip time (Evans

Skiles, 1970)" They argue that priority ought to be given to

people, not vehicles, and that the technology exists and

easily implemented to offer bus priority at traffic signals.

an experiment carried out jointly by Wilbur Smith and

sociates and the City of Los Angeles Department of Traffic, bus

n~·'r,r'ty was accomplished by having a person manually actuate

traffic signal, so as to begin the given interval earlier if

bus approached the red interval. Alternatively, the green

interval could be extended sufficiently long to get the bus

through if it approached at the end of this interval, and might

be caught at the beginning of the red interval.

Electronic devices ar'e available which allow the driver to obtain

the same control over signals as the bus approaches the intersection ..

At the two intersections studies, bus delays were reduced by 70%

and 76% respectively" Assuming that no reductions in delays

accrued to cars travelling in the same direction as the buses,

delays to other travellers increased by 51% and 24%" These

percentages are expressed as per person changes and the total

effect is a substantial net time savings. Of course if bus
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routes cross each othe:r, the net effect may not be so encouraging"

Not all intersections C-.an be regarded as candidate si tes as the

total time savings may not be sufficiently la:rge, Or may even
possible be negative"

One proposal has suggested a bus p:r'iority scheme
that combines, the traffic signal and bus lane approaches

(Feather, et.. aL, 1973). The method could be used to control

bottleneck intersections, too narrow to accommodate bus lanes.

A queue detector is strategically placed at the bottleneck

section which, when operated, short-cycles the preceding signals

and traffic is metered into the bottleneck to control the queue

length at the minimum necessary to maintain capacity. Buses

are able to bypass queueing traffic earlier, where road width

allows a bus lane to be accommodated, and can then proceed with

minimum delay through the bottleneck.. Capital costs would be

low and total person delays at bottlenecks could be SUbstantially
reduced ..

nm,1A.1>JD RESPONSIVE BUSES

,Ok);

;%~

Dial-a-bus (DAB) is a demand responsfu- e bus service~:

using relatively small vehicles, most usually in low density ~

population areas.. It is a direct development of research ca,r:ried

out in the U" S.A. in the 1960' s and has formed the basis of a
number of experimental services funded by UMTA (Urban Mass

Transportation Administration of the U" S "A. Department of Transport),;
the U"S. Transportation Development Agency, and the Ontario

Ministry of Transportation and Communications in Canada. Some
experimentation has also occurred in the U.K.

Transit utilization studies have established that
for practical purposes the catchment area of a fixed route bus

service extends to about 300 metres horn bus stops" When

superimposed on areas of low popUlation density lacking sufficient
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operation links dispersed or~g~ns with dispersed destinations"

The method of operation may be purely subscriptive, in which case

the potential user books for a certain term (usually a week) on

the service. The service here would be operated on a fixed

schedule, fixed route basis which would be varied only between

terms.. The service may be dynamically routed" This may be

worked by having a bus operated within a given zone but with a

fixed schedule: or the bus may be operated on a dynamically

determined schedule.

Oial-a-bus and its variants, are aimed at improving

accessibility to line-haul facilities and at improving intra-area

mobility. Volumes have been written on experimental projects,

mainly in the U.8 .. and Canada, and in almost all cases qualified

successes have been reported. When properly planned and put into

operation in suited areas, patronage levels have been encouraging

with favourable attitudes expressed by users. Where there

existed poor service bus operations prior to dial-a-bus, subsidy

requirements almost always declined. However, in all cases

subsidies were still required, even though fares were high by

Australian standards. The overhead burden of dispatching costs

are typically great. Except in cases where very simplified sub

scription type services are operated on a small-scale basis, the

facilities for dispatching vehicles must be quite sophisticated.

The success of a demand-responsive service requires this. In

most cases, access to computer facilities is required" Another

-cost feature is that of labour costs. As has been stated above,

labour costs are the most significant operating cost in bus

services. The nature of dial-a-bus service typically generates

a vehicle productivity much less than 20 passengers per vehicle

hour. It is not difficult to see why subsidies are required ..

The justification of dial-a-bus, the:['efore, depends upon the

size of social benefits associated with the service.. One

source of these is the value that can be attached to the

improved accessibility of certain transport disadvantaged gr'oups
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